ABSTRACT: In this paper, Reliable custom topology for Application Specific Network-on-Chip (ASNoC) which consumes less area and power consumption with high data protection (error free) is proposed. The proposed design is achieved in two steps. First a custom topology is designed for ASNoC. Second, to improve the reliability of the custom topology, three novel error correction mechanisms have been designed and incorporated in the custom topology. The proposed three error correction codes consume less area and power consumption with high error correction capability compared to the existing error correction codes. Finally the proposed error correction codes are embedded in the custom topology to generate reliable custom topology. Cadence RTL encounter tool has been used for the analysis. The generated custom topology achieves 90% & 40% reliability improvement on data through on chip inter connects in low noise and in high noise environment respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Continued Technology scaling helps the designer to interconnect large number of Intellectual Property (IP) blocks like Digital Signal Processor (DSP), hardware accelerator, high speed memory and I/O interfaces in a single System-on-Chip (SoC). In SoC, shared bus based communication architecture is used to interconnect the IP blocks. However, the performance of the bus based communication architecture deteriorates with increased number of IP blocks [1]. Networks-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as a feasible solution to overcome the communication problem in the SoC. In NoC, data is transmitted in the form of packets and I/O blocks are connected through routers. Standard topologies like Mesh, Ring, Star and Binary tree are mainly used to interconnect routers and IP blocks. Standard topologies are suitable for NoCs that are reusable for many applications. But for Application Specific NoC (ASNoC), such standard topologies would lead to poor performance such as increased area, power consumption and latency thereby limiting the use of standard topologies for ASNoC. Hence, for ASNoC, tailor made custom topology has to be designed to increase the performance. The custom topology utilizes fewer resources like routers and interconnection links that lead to less area and power consumption [2, 3]. As the technology scales down, on-chip interconnect wires are susceptible to various noise sources like crosstalk coupling, process variations and supply voltage fluctuations. These affect the reliability of data through on-chip interconnect wires to a great extent. Hence, to protect the data through on-chip interconnect wires from errors, better powerful error correction codes than those available at present are required [4,5].

This paper proposes the design of a reliable (error resilient) custom topology for ASNoC and will be carried out in two parts. The first part proposes generation of tailor made custom topology for ASNoC using genetic algorithm [6]. The generation of custom topology includes designing the router and the custom topology. Router is the main component that consumes considerable power in NoC. Hence, a low complexity router that consumes less area and power has been designed for the generation of custom topology in our previous work [7]. The design of the custom topology has also been proposed in our previous work [6]. In the second part, to increase the reliability of data through on-chip interconnect wires, three novel error correction codes, with enhanced error correction capability are proposed in our previous work [8, 9, 10]. The first error correction code proposed is Crosstalk Avoiding Enhanced Double Error Correction Code (CAEDEC) [10]. The second error correction code is Multi Bit Random and Burst Error Correction code with crosstalk avoidance (MBRBEC) and has been proposed is our previous work [8]. The third error correction code is Multiple Bit Error Correction code with Extended Hamming Product Codes (MBECEHPC) and is proposed in our previous paper [9].

Finally, the proposed error correction codes [8, 9, 10] are embedded in the custom topology [6] using an end-to-end error correction scheme and a switch-to-switch error correction scheme to generate a reliable custom topology.
for ASNoC. The generated reliable custom topology protects the data from transient errors. Hence, the reliability of the Application specific custom topology is ensured.

II. RELATED WORK

2.1 Related Work For Custom Topology Generation
Genetic algorithm based custom topology [14] was generated using floor plan information. The proposed algorithm minimizes the total power consumption and router resources required for a specific application. The author evaluated the proposed method by testing a few benchmark applications. Four various heuristic based algorithms were proposed [15] for generating the low energy tree based topology for multimedia applications. Four phase custom topology generation algorithm [16] was proposed for ASNoC. The proposed algorithm is based on clustering of cores. The author also used recursive algorithm to reduce latency, power consumption and area. Floor plan aware [17] automated design methodology was proposed for the complete synthesis of ASNoC architectures. Compared to the above works, the proposed algorithm reduces the power consumption by reducing the number of routers.

2.2 Related Work For Error Correction Codes
Hamming SEC code was combined with DAP code [13] to minimize crosstalk noise and to correct two bit random and burst errors. The DAP code provides significant energy savings as it reduces the coupling noise between adjacent wires. Impact of Hamming codes on bus power consumption considering bus wire parameters like coupling capacitance, repeaters and drivers were analysed by [18,19]. The author also showed that the DAP code consumes less power consumption than Hamming code for a small size bus. An energy efficient multi-wire error correction scheme [20,21,22] was proposed combining Hamming product codes with Type-II hybrid ARQ, for reliable and energy efficient SoC links. The author also proposed iterative decoding method to achieve maximum error correction capability of Hamming product codes. Joint crosstalk avoidance and triple-error-correction (JTEC) quadruple-error-detection codes [12] were proposed to correct triple errors and to detect quadruple errors. The authors achieved this, by combining Hamming SEC code and DAP code as CAC.

The above described research works have focused to correct errors in on chip interconnect link up to three bits only. As the technology scales down on chip interconnect wires are exposed to frequent random and burst errors. Frequent occurrence of errors increases the number of errors in on chip interconnects. Therefore more powerful error correction codes than the existing codes are needed to improve the reliability of on chip interconnect wires.

III. PROPOSED WORK

This paper is an extended paper of our previous works [7, 6, 8, 10, 9] and proposes the design of a reliable custom topology for Application Specific Network-on-chip (ASNoC). Design of a reliable custom topology has two major parts: 1. Design of the custom topology. 2. Design of the error correction codes to increase the reliability of the custom topology. Finally the error correction codes are embedded in the generated custom topology using two methods. 1. End-to-End error correction scheme. 2. Switch-to-Switch error correction scheme.

3.1 Design of the custom topology
To design a custom topology for ASNoC, first, a router has to be designed. The design of the router has been proposed in our previous paper [7]. Then a custom topology for ASNoC has been designed and is proposed in [6]. The generated custom topology consumes less area and power consumption compared to the existing custom topologies.

3.1.1 Design of the router
Router is the key part in the NoC architecture. It occupies a significant amount of area and consumes considerable power. Hence, the design of the router must be simple, using simple logic circuits to minimize area and power consumption. The proposed router [7] has simple design for input port, output port, Crossbar switch and arbiter. In addition to this, it uses simple routing algorithm and header decoder logic. The proposed simple design reduces the area, power consumption compared to the existing router.

3.1.2 Custom topology Generation
The overall objective of the custom topology generation is to generate a custom topology for ASNoC to reduce area, power consumption and hop count. The idea for generating custom topology is to form clusters of the IP cores. To do this, the IP cores are clustered, based on the communication volume (traffic) between them. The IP cores that have larger communication volume (traffic) are grouped to the same cluster to form localization, which creates a shorter communication distance between the IP cores having larger communication volume and reducing the average number of hops between source to destination. Initial clusters formed create unbalanced traffic among the clusters. Then the clusters are optimized using Genetic algorithm to create balanced traffic among the clusters. One router is connected to
one cluster. The number of ports for the router is decided, based on the number of IP cores in the cluster. When an IP core is connected to one of the input ports of a router, the data enters through the input port of the router and leaves through one of the output ports. The two ports are considered as one hop. When larger communication IP cores are connected to a single router, it minimizes the hop count, which in turn minimizes total energy consumption. The design of the custom topology is proposed in [6] and Figure 1 shows the custom topology generated for MPEG 4 decoder application using the proposed algorithm.

![Figure 1. Custom topology generated for MPEG4 decoder.](image)

3.2 Methods to Protect the Data Through On Chip-Interconnect against Transient Errors

To increase the reliability of data through on-chip interconnects against transient errors, three different error correction codes are proposed. The proposed error correction codes protect the data through on-chip interconnect against transient errors. Compared to the existing error correction codes, the proposed three error correction codes have more error correction capability with better performance in terms of area, link energy and power consumption. The proposed error correction codes have been designed in verilog HDL and synthesized in TSMC 0.18µm technology using cadence RTL encounter tool. The proposed error correction codes have been explained in the following sections.

3.2.1 Crosstalk Avoiding Enhanced Double Error Correction Code (CAEDEC)

This code uses novel Triplicate Add Parity (TAP) scheme to correct errors and to avoid crosstalk. The proposed code uses enhanced decoding algorithm to correct all error patterns of one bit error, two bit errors and seven out of ten three bit error patterns. The proposed CAEDEC code has been compared with the existing error correction codes in terms of area, power consumption. It is observed that the proposed code provides 4.2% and 6% improvement in area and power consumption respectively. The encoder and the decoder of the proposed CAEDEC code are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The input bits are triplicated and a parity bit is calculated for the triplicated bits and all the bits are transmitted. The CAEDEC code is proposed in [10].

![Figure 2. CAEDEC Encoder](image)  ![Figure 3. CAEDEC Decoder](image)
In decoder, all the bits are received and separated into three groups and parity bit. Parity is calculated for the three groups and compared with the sent parity to find the occurrence of error in the received bits.

### 3.2.2 Multi Bit Random and Burst Error Correction code with crosstalk avoidance (MBRBEC)

The proposed MBRBEC error correction code uses standard triplication error correction scheme to avoid crosstalk. Hamming single error correction-double error detection (SEC-DED) code is combined with triplication error correction scheme to correct all error patterns up to five bits using simple decoding logic. The encoder and the decoder diagram for the proposed MBRBEC error correction code are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. The 32 bit data is encoded using SEC-DED encoder and is triplicated. The triplicated data is transmitted. At the receiver, the data bits are received and separated into three groups. Each group is decoded using SEC-DED decoder to find the errors. The MBRBEC code is proposed in [8].

![Figure 4. MBRBEC Encoder](image1)

![Figure 5. MBRBEC decoder](image2)

### 3.2.3 Multiple Bit Error Correction code with Extended Hamming Product Codes (MBECEHPC)

The proposed code uses extended Hamming Product code with Type II HARQ. Type II HARQ is combined with the product code. This reduces the number of interconnection links. The proposed error correction code uses extended Hamming product code combined with Type II HARQ as in [5]. The error correction code proposed in [5] uses a three stage decoding process (row decoding - column decoding - row decoding). But the proposed code MBECEHPC uses only a two stage decoding process (row decoding - column decoding). In the proposed code, keyboard scan based error flipping circuit is used to replace the third stage row decoding. The keyboard scan based decoding greatly reduces the hardware complexity. The proposed error correction code corrects burst errors up to six bits. The proposed code also corrects up to eight bit random errors if the occurrence of error is not more than two bit in each row and in each column.

![Figure 6. Block diagram of MBECEHPC encoder](image3)

![Figure 7. Block diagram of MBECEHPC decoder](image4)
3.3 Incorporation of Error Correction Codes in the Custom Topology

The proposed custom topology generation algorithm generates custom topology for ASNoC that outperforms standard topologies and the existing custom topologies as regards area, power consumption and latency. However, it is also required to address the reliability of the custom topology. To augment the reliability of the custom topology, the proposed three error correction are incorporated in the custom topology to generate a reliable custom topology that corrects transient errors in the on-chip interconnection link. The incorporation of error correction codes are based on link level flow control and network level flow control. In link level flow control, also known as switch-to-switch flow control, encoder and decoder are placed in each port of the switch to correct errors [11]. Whereas, in network level flow control, encoder and decoder are placed only in source NI and destination NI and not in intermediate switches [11].

3.3.1 End-to-End Error Correction (Network Level) Scheme

In end-to-end error correction scheme, the encoder and decoder are placed only in NIs and not in the intermediate switches [11]. The diagram for end-to-end error correction scheme is shown in Figure 8. The encoder present in the source NI encodes the flit before placing it in the switch to which it is connected. The switch just receives the flit and forwards it to its neighbor without any encoding/decoding. This way, the flit is forwarded to the destination switch. The destination switch forwards the flit to the destination NI. After receiving the flit, the decoder present in the destination NI first decodes the flit to correct any errors and sends NACK or ACK signal depending on whether the received data has errors. If the received data has no errors then it is forwarded to the destination IP core. If it has errors, it asks for a retransmission of the data.

3.3.2 Switch-to-Switch Error Correction (Link Level) Scheme

In switch-to-switch error correction scheme, the encoder is placed in each output port of the switch and decoder in each input port of the switch as shown in Figure 9. The encoder and decoder are also placed in the NI [11]. In switch-to-switch error correction scheme, the encoder at the source NI encodes each flit received from the source IP core. The encoded flit is transmitted to the switch over an interconnection link. The decoder placed at the input port of the switch decodes the flit to correct any errors and asks for retransmission if the error occurrence needs retransmission. Then the flits are processed in the switch and sent to any output port based on the destination address. The output port which receives the flits, again encodes them before being placed over the interconnection link. The destination NI/switch decodes the received flit to correct errors before sending it to the destination IP core.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the area and power overhead of the custom topology embedded with the proposed three error correction coding schemes CAEDEC, MBRBEC, MBECEHPC and the existing error correction coding schemes CADEC, JTEC are compared with the original custom topology without error correction coding (Base custom topology). The comparison is performed for both end-to-end error correction and switch-to-switch error correction schemes at flit level. The custom topology is considered for the flit width of 32 bits and is synthesized in TSMC 0.18µm technology library. The base custom topology and the custom topology embedded with the error correction coding schemes are synthesized using the Cadence RTL encounter tool.

4.1 Performance Analysis of End-to-End Error Correction Scheme

4.1.1. Area and power consumption

The custom topology embedded with the proposed CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC coding schemes have only 2%, 6% and 8% increase in area respectively compared to the custom topology without error correction coding (Base custom topology). Compared to the base custom topology, the custom topology embedded with the proposed CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC coding schemes have minimum power overhead of 1%, 5% and 9% respectively. Compared to the custom topology embedded with the existing error correction coding schemes CADEC, JTEC proposed by [12, 13], the custom topology embedded with the proposed MBRBEC and MBECEHPC coding schemes has a meager increase in area, power overhead, which is negligible compared to the high reliability of the proposed error correction schemes. The area and power overhead of end-to-end error correction scheme are shown in Figure 10.

4.1.2. Reliability

In end-to-end error correction schemes, error correction is performed only in destination NI and not in intermediate switches. Hence, in a high noise environment, there is a risk of errors being accumulated in the flits before reaching the destination. If the error correction code used is not powerful, many uncorrected flits (residual error flit) are left, increasing the residual flit error rate. Figure 11 shows uncorrected flits for end-to-end error correction scheme in both low and high noise environments. For simulation purposes, in each hop, up to two bit errors have been introduced in low noise environment and up to five bit errors have been introduced in high noise environment. The uncorrected flits in low noise environment for the proposed three error correction codes CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC are 80%, 10% and 20% respectively. The uncorrected flits in high noise environment for the proposed three error correction codes CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC are 100%, 60% and 70% respectively. Hence, in high noise environment, if a less powerful error correction code is used, many uncorrected flits are left. The reliability of the system is greatly reduced when end-to-end error correction scheme is used in high noise environment. Thus, it is recommended that, end-to-end error correction scheme with powerful error correction code can be used in low noise environment to achieve good protection against errors.
4.2 Performance Analysis of Switch-to-Switch Error Correction Scheme

4.2.1 Area and power consumption

The custom topology embedded with the proposed CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC coding schemes have only 4%, 11% and 14% increase in area respectively compared to the base custom topology. Compared to the base custom topology, the custom topology embedded with the proposed CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC coding schemes have minimum power overhead of 3%, 10% and 13% respectively. Compared to the custom topology embedded with CADEC and JTEC coding proposed by [12, 13], custom topology embedded with the proposed MBRBEC coding and MBECEHPC coding, has a meager increase in area and power. The reason for this is that, the proposed MBRBEC coding and MBECEHPC coding schemes have high error correction capability which slightly increases the area and power overhead. The area and power overhead for switch-to-switch error correction scheme are shown in Figure 12.

4.2.2 Reliability

In switch-to-switch error correction scheme, error correction is performed in each port of the switch. Hence there is no risk of errors being accumulated in the flits. This increases the reliability of the system by reducing the residual flit error rate. Uncorrected flits for switch-to-switch error correction scheme in both low and high noise environments are shown in Figure 13. In switch-to-switch error correction scheme, in low noise environment, the proposed three error correction codes correct all errors in the flits. Hence, 100% error correction is achieved in low noise environment. However, in high noise environment, the proposed CAEDEC and MBECEHPC error correction schemes leave few
uncorrected flits. The uncorrected flits for the proposed three error correction codes CAEDEC, MBRBEC and MBECEHPC in high noise environment are 70%, 0% and 20% respectively. Thus, it is recommended to use switch-to-switch error correction scheme in high noise environment to achieve higher error protection.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed three error correction schemes CAEDEC, MBRBEC, MBECEHPC and the existing error correction codes are embedded in the proposed custom topology to protect it against transient errors. The custom topology with end-to-end error correction scheme achieves minor increase in area and power consumption compared to the custom topology with switch-to-switch error correction scheme. In switch-to-switch error correction scheme, error correction is performed in each hop. Hence, high reliability is achieved. Therefore, in a low noise environment, it is recommended that end-to-end error correction scheme can be used with powerful error correction code as it provides protection against errors with less area and power overhead. However, in a high noise environment, switch-to-switch error correction scheme ensures higher protection against errors at the cost of minor increase in area and power overhead compared to the end-to-end error correction scheme.
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